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1. Background

In past airplanes were used to survey surface of the Earth to obtain images of fauna, landscape or for military
reconnaissance. Planes have many disadvantages for example limited fuel capacity and hence limited range. They
are also limited by maximal altitude that constrains field of view obtained by optics. When space rockets became
available then scientists and military became to use them. To monitor Earth surface proper orbit must be obtained.

In space there is almost zero atmospheric drag so once the satellite reach orbit, then it can maintain it for several
years up to indefinitely. This is related to orbit altitude. Of course, If higher altitude is needed more powerful rocket
is needed and cost is higher, so parameters of orbit are important.

2. Orbit parameters

If we want to describe orbit typically it is ellipse with certain distinctive points.

Figure 1

Periapsis = point of orbit that is closest to central body
Apoapsis = point of orbit that is the most distant to central body
Plane of reference = plane of equator (for example)
Ascending node = point where orbit intersect Plane of reference and ascends above
Descending node = point where orbit intersect Plane of reference and descend below
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To achieve orbit means that rocket (or other shuttle, etc.) need to push satellite and give it specific velocity. This is
called orbital velocity it can be calculated by equation below:

𝑣0 ≈
𝐺𝑀

𝑟

It is obvious that higher orbits need less speed (because r is in denominator). But velocities for low Earth orbits are
around 7.5km per second. So as visible on figure orbiting body have position vector describing its position in some
coordinate system (XYZ), and velocity vector that describe its orbit.

Two most used coordinate systems are called ECI and ECEF. ECEF ("earth-centered, earth-fixed") origin is at the
Earth’s center of gravity. At this system Earth is not rotating so it is easier to plot position of satellite with respect to
surface. ECI (Earth-centered, inertial) system have Earth rotating. This system is good for description of satellite
position with respect to Earth generally.

Figure 2 Figure 3

Another way how to describe orbit is using Keplerian elements that are derived from fundamental laws of celestial
mechanics.
We need six parameters to define orbit orientation and shape in certain time frame
Shape and size of ellipse:

a – semimajor axis
e – eccentricity

Orientation of orbital plane:
i – inclination
Ω – longitude of ascending node

Definition of position in time:
ω – argument of periapsis
M0 – true (mean) anomaly
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Very similar technique is used by NORAD - North American Aerospace Defense Command. This facility scan sky with
radars and estimate paths of all detected objects. Two-line elements (TLE) are used to describe satellite orbit. Set of
24 parameters describe every aspect needed to predict position of satellite in near time around epoch time.
Two lines exists from historical reasons. At the time there were no computers capable to compute complex
equations required so information was divided on two punched cards.
Example of TLE for ISS:

1 25544U 98067A 08264.51782528 -.00002182 00000-0 -11606-4 0 2927
2 25544 51.6416 247.4627 0006703 130.5360 325.0288 15.72125391563537

First line of TLE:

Field Columns Content Example

1 01–01 Line number 1

2 03–07 Satellite number 25544

3 08–08 Classification (U=Unclassified) U

4 10–11 International Designator (Last two digits of launch year) 98

5 12–14 International Designator (Launch number of the year) 067

6 15–17 International Designator (piece of the launch) A

7 19–20 Epoch Year (last two digits of year) 08

8 21–32 Epoch (day of the year and fractional portion of the day) 264.51782528

9 34–43 First Time Derivative of the Mean Motion divided by two −.00002182

10 45–52 Second Time Derivative of Mean Motion divided by six (decimal point
assumed) 00000-0

11 54–61 BSTAR drag term (decimal point assumed) -11606-4

12 63–63 The number 0 (originally this should have been "Ephemeris type") 0

13 65–68 Element set number. Incremented when a new TLE is generated for
this object. 292

14 69–69 Checksum (modulo 10) 7
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Second line of TLE:

Field Columns Content Example

1 01–01 Line number 2

2 03–07 Satellite number 25544

3 09–16 Inclination (degrees) 51.6416

4 18–25 Right ascension of the ascending node (degrees) 247.4627

5 27–33 Eccentricity (decimal point assumed) 0006703

6 35–42 Argument of perigee (degrees) 130.5360

7 44–51 Mean Anomaly (degrees) 325.0288

8 53–63 Mean Motion (revolutions per day) 15.72125391

9 64–68 Revolution number at epoch (revolutions) 56353

10 69–69 Checksum (modulo 10) 7

Two line elements are today one of the norms how to describe satellite orbit. It contains not only Keplerian
parameters but also parameters needed for time reference so precise location of satellite can be determined
(position and velocity vectors).

3. Orbit types

Orbit trajectory must be carefully selected with mission objective in focus. Orbits can be divided to several types,
according several parameters. Here are some of these main types, of course in reality there is infinite number of
variations and it depend only on specific mission goals how to design orbit.

Low Earth orbit (LEO)
The most used orbit type due to its lowest energy demand. I span 160 up to 2000 km.

Figure 4
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Retrograde orbit
Most of the orbits uses prograde movement. This mean that rocket is oriented in same direction as rotation of the
Earth. This gives rocket additional push because velocities of rocket and Earth rotation is adding up. On the other
hand, if somemission requires retrograde orbit, this rotational velocity must be overcome first. On the bottom
image you can see prograde trajectory (see the velocity vector as green arrow) on the left and retrograde orbit on
the right. Typical use of retrograde orbit is Sun synchronous orbit that is slightly retrograde.

Figure 5

Eccentric LEO
To obtain nice circular orbit is very tedious work as circle is only special case of ellipse with zero eccentricity. Almost
all orbits are to some degree elliptical. But in some case higher eccentricity is desired. You can see on left image
(ground track) that according to Kepler laws speed is higher when close to central body. That allow to plan which
part of surface will be visible longer. Or from other point of view, which part of surface can be seen with better
resolution because of smaller distance. Introduction of eccentricity to previously circular orbit is used to change its
location in respect to surface (used mainly with geostationary satellites).

Figure 6

Polar orbits
As polar is designated orbit which travel across all longitudes. This orbit is energetically demanding because rocket
can’t use Earth rotation push. This orbit type is typical for telecommunication and navigation satellites (for example
Iridium or GPS). On bottom image on the left you can see ground track of satellite that orbits ones per day (of course
you need constellation of many satellites to cover entire surface). On right side you can notice that orbit for this is
quite high.
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Figure 7

Geostationary
Special type of orbit that takes exactly one day so it remains over same area for entire time. This orbit can be
achieved only on equator and must be precisely circular. Geostationary orbit is used for weather and communication
satellites. This type of orbit is very constrained by parameters and only few satellites can be in specific region, hence
no space junk can’t be left here.

Figure 8

Molniya
Showcase of some more complex orbit is used by some Russian weather and military satellites. This orbit is specially
designed to spend most of time at latitudes over Russia and USA.

Figure 9
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On bottom image you can see overview of satellite distribution. It is apparent that LEO is very populated, also on the right side
geostationary satellites are noticeable. Most of all these points (almost 95%) is space junk or debris of rocket.

Figure 10

Other types of orbits loosely related to Earth are those at Lagrange points. Those are places where gravitational pulls create
extrema and satellites can achieve stable orbit there. L1 is advantageous for solar missions (SOHO), L2 on contrary for deep-sky
surveys (James Webb space telescope)

Figure 11
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